
free movement. We cannot join our families and friends in other 
countries. Women born their children and they do not have milk 
for them. Refugees with disability suffer. Unaccompanied child-
ren are trapped. All refugees are trapped in the islands. They are 
limited in the camps. If they stay outside the camp, they are loo-
sing their cards for food! 
We want to live as people with rights to asylum and freedom. The 
mobilization in the camps is only the beginning! We will continue 
with the international mobilization against racism and fascism on 
18 March, Omonia 3pm

The struggle of refugees in Elliniko for a better life came 
just after the five deaths of refugees in the camps in Moria, the 

Ritsona, Samos.
The mobilization of refugees showed the bad conditions and the 
anxiety of refugees for their future. For how long will they wait an 
answer for asylum? How will they live in tents in camps under the 
permanent  surveillance of Police and NGO management?
Refugees are welcome! But the EU has become a fortress with 
fences. After closing the passage from the Aegean with the 
agreement of EE-Turkey on 18/3/2016, five thousand drowned off 
Libya. Now EU is closing also this passage. We face prohibition of 
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Solidarity meetings  
outside refugee camps

Malakasa camp
Athens-Thessaloniki National Road, second exit after 
the toll to the military camp Gerakini at Malakasa

SATURDAY 18 FEBRUARY, 4pm

MALAKASA camp

Arrivals

SATURDAY 18 FEBRUARY, 5pm

ELLINIKO camp

Metro station Elaionas

SUNDAY 19 FEBRUARY, 4pm 
Meeting and march

ELAIONAS camp

Shisto camp
Buses: 860 from Nikaia to Stratopedo bus stop,
871 from Piraeus to Shisto bus stop 

SUNDAY 19 FEBRUARY, 4pm

SHISTO camp

REFUGEES FROM CAMPS

No more dead refugees in camps
Let the refugees to live inside the cities and neighborhoods

Human housing, work, health, schools for all
Asylum and papers without exclusions

Free movement from the islands, open borders
We organize international mobilization against racism and fascism  

on 18 March, Omonia 3pm


